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Shenzhen Securities Communication Company deploys Mirantis OpenStack 
Platform for High-Speed, Elastic, Secure IT Services1

Shenzhen Stock Exchange Builds Innovative Industry Cloud 
to Meet Explosive Demand for High Performance Systems

The Business
Centered in southeast China’s fast growing Guangdong Province, the Shenzhen Stock 
Exchange (SZSE) processes millions of trades each day for its 1700 listed companies. 
Experiencing explosive growth, the country’s second largest exchange now handles 14 
trillion RMB of transactions per month.

Throughout China, the investment industry is expanding quickly. Private equity funds 
now exceed 20,000, a 120 percent increase in eight months, and fund management 
growth is outpacing the total finance market. 

Fast growth, however, requires modern technology to support innovative investment 
strategies. Realizing a large market opportunity in early 2014, Shenzhen Securities 
Communication Co (SSCC), the IT services subsidiary of SZSE, set out to transform 
southern China’s financial industry infrastructure so investment firms could focus on 
meeting clients’ fiduciary needs.

Challenges
Equity, fixed income and mutual fund managers rely extensively on powerful IT systems 
for financial analysis and trading, portfolio accounting, customer service, and other 
critical business functions. Recent advancements in high frequency and algorithmic 
investment methodologies intensify this need.

Combined with explosive market growth over the last two years, Chinese investment 
companies now have a great need for scalable, reliable IT solutions. However, existing 
systems were not meeting fund managers’ computational needs. Incumbent solutions 
based on traditional client-server technology began to fall short of performance 
requirements and lacked flexibility to accommodate fast moving industry developments.

To thrive, fund mangers would need to purchase new systems to close the performance 
and flexibility gap. These solutions would have to be scalable and centralized, unlike the 
prevailing systems, and avoid lock in to specific vendors or architectures.

INDUSTRY
• Financial Services 

CHALLENGE
• Increase performance of IT services offerings

• Improve elasticity to quickly meet demand

• Deploy open platform to enable growth

• Maintain high security at massive scale

SOLUTION
• Highly available Mirantis OpenStack cloud

• Ceph and dedicated SAN storage pools

• Juniper Contrail in HA mode

• High performance Intel based servers

BENEFITS
• 90% reduction in application response time

• 30% decrease in systems costs

• Increased scalability and security

“Mirantis OpenStack can be integrated with various 
commercial solutions which gives us the flexibility to build 
a cloud for complex use cases.”

—  David Ke, Deputy GM, Shenzhen Securities 
     Communication Co., Ltd

CASE STUDY

1 - Information for this case study is from “Building Clouds for the Financial Industry: 
Challenges and Solutions” session, OpenStack Summit, Tokyo, Oct. 28, 2015 by Ting 
Zou (Mirantis China), Yaguang Tang (Mirantis China), and Xue Ke (SSCC).
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SSCC, as a provider of IT services to SZSE and hundreds of other financial 
institutions, was in a unique position to analyze and act on this need. In 
addition to providing market data, trading, and clearing for the exchange, 
it maintains data centers throughout the country to service investment 
companies. 

Furthermore, SSCC enables industry partners to collaborate rather than 
compete with them. Thus, it was in a uniquely independent position to 
drive systems that fuel the growth of the entire community. 

“Financial organizations have to focus on their business and professional 
abilities,” said Mr. David Ke, Deputy GM, Shenzhen Securities 
Communication Co at the OpenStack Summit in Tokyo on October 28, 
2015. “They prefer to outsource their core IT to other institutions.”

In 2014, SSCC developed a vision to enhance systems for the entire 
community by building an industry first financial cloud; a public cloud 
accessible only to investment companies. To drive industry collaboration 
and growth, this cloud had to meet rigorous requirements.

The business and technical leaders at SSCC determined that new 
systems would have to be high performing, elastic, open, and secure. 
High performance would ensure rapid response for mathematical, big 
data, and other mission critical applications. And elasticity would allow 
for quick scaling to meet new demand. 

To the SSSC team, open implied the flexibility to accommodate new 
industry use cases, cooperation with other financial companies, and 
avoidance of IT vendor lock in that might constrain growth. Finally, the 
cloud required elevated security to meet the stringent regulations of 
China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC).

“As a result of rapid growth, securities markets in China required advanced 
IT systems with high capacity and resilience,” said Mr. Ke. SSCC, therefore, 
sought nothing less than a strategic transformation of the industry’s IT 
systems. 

Solution
By mid-2014, SSCC had infrastructure as a service (IaaS) clouds in four 
cities across China that enabled fund management and market data 
workloads with 1.2 million concurrent users and 12 million unique 
visitors each day. On these platforms, SSCC established an ecosystem 
of technology vendors including companies such as Beijing Root Net 
Technology for secure transactions and Hundsun for asset management 
solutions.

SSCC, however, set it sights on a larger, highly scalable financial cloud to 
meet substantial IaaS demand. Additionally, new cloud locations would 
provide a platform for dozens of market leading application vendors to 
host their unique software-as-a-service solutions in value added domains 

such as asset custody, quantitative trading, and risk management.

To accommodate these use cases with high performance, elastic, open, 
and secure systems, SSCC turned to the OpenStack community and 
technologies. Through research, SSCC determined the OpenStack cloud 
platform met their current system requirements. Additionally, the large, 
active OpenStack community that regularly releases new tools and spawn 
innovation would also meet their future needs.

SSCC envisioned an OpenStack cloud configured in a high availability 
framework that would manage scalable and secure storage, network, 
and Intel server resources, and requests for ISV application workloads. 
Further, SSCC discovered they could uniquely configure the OpenStack 
cloud to meet new financial use case requirements.

To bring this vision to reality, SSCC chose Mirantis to design and deploy 
the new cloud. SSCC selected Mirantis because of its extensive experience 
with large scale, high performance OpenStack installations, 100 percent 
commitment to open source, large research investments, and IT vendor 
agnostic status. Furthermore, Mirantis maintained a strong presence in 
China to provide local support and enable localized features. 

Mirantis China first conducted a workshop for SSCC to confirm their 
business needs, workloads, and system requirements. Mirantis then 
created an architectural blueprint with a detailed technology design 
that specified storage, networking, and Intel based compute resources.  
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Thereafter, SSCC hired Mirantis to deploy the OpenStack cloud, add 
customizations to ensure performance, scale and security, and deliver 
24x7 technical support.

The core production center of the new financial cloud is located in 
Dongguan while data centers in Beijing, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Shenzhen, 
and Wuhan provide regional, backup, and application specific resources. 
When fully completed, the $475 million Dongguan data center will house 
20,000 racks in its 1.45 million square feet of space.

The Mirantis based OpenStack financial cloud architecture includes 
Juniper Contrail in high availability (HA) mode for Software Defined 
Networking (SDN) and two types of Cinder backend storage pools – Ceph 
and dedicated SAN for mission critical applications. The OpenStack Fuel 
tool, included in the Mirantis OpenStack distribution, is used to deploy 
and manage all components of the cloud.

The new LMA tool chain in OpenStack 7.0 is leveraged for logging, 
monitoring and alerting within SSCC’s highly available financial cloud.  
Additionally, Murano will be used for application cataloging and self-
service cloud provisioning, while Sahara will be employed to enable 
Hadoop workloads. 

“Mirantis OpenStack can be integrated with various commercial solutions 
which gives us the flexibility to build a cloud for complex use cases,” 
said Mr. Ke.

Results
SSCC’s current OpenStack deployment supports market data and fund 
management workloads for small and mid-sized financial firms. With 
access to these systems, fund managers are able to reduce market data 
workload costs by 30 percent and shrink application response times 
by 90 percent.  

By running fund management solutions on SSCC’s OpenStack financial 
cloud rather than in-house, investment companies are able to lower IT 
capital and operating costs, and focus their resources on investment 
performance. Further, with these cloud based solutions, financial firms 
have experienced application response times commensurate with on 
premise systems.

Based on this early success, SSCC is actively expanding their OpenStack 
deployment in the Dongguan data center with the help of Mirantis by 
adding 600 additional nodes that will yield 12,000 KVM virtual machines. 
Future plans call for expansion to 3000 nodes and 60,000 VMs that can 
support the largest financial services companies in China. 

Leveraging their strong Mirantis partnership, SSCC is now transforming 
the IT infrastructure for China’s financial services industry and strategically 
positioning investment companies of all sizes for rapid growth.


